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Abstract 

As an alternative to purely mechanical methods, optical tracking of passive osmotic 

swelling was used to assess mechanical properties of the ocular lens capsule.  Although 

limited by being a single measurement on a heterogeneous tissue, osmotic swelling 

provides a quantitative assessment of the stiffness of the lens capsule without requiring 

dissection or manipulation of the lens.  A simple model was developed accounting for the 

permeability of the lens fiber cells and capsule to water, the concentration of fixed 

charges in the fiber cells, and the capsule’s resistance to the swelling of fiber cells.  

Fitting the model solution to experimental data provided an estimate of the elastic 

modulus of the lens capsule under the assumption of linear isotropic elasticity.  The 

model was developed with the porcine lens to provide validity and was extended to a 

mouse model with X-linked Alport Syndrome, the most common form of the human 

disease that results in the absence of a collagen IV monomer normally present in the lens 

capsule.  The calculated elastic moduli for the porcine lens is comparable to previously 

reported moduli of elasticity for the porcine lens capsule at small strains (<10%), and a 

slight increase with hypotonicity is consistent with the nonlinear mechanical behavior of 

the lens capsule. The calculated elastic moduli for the mouse lenses were similar between 

wild type and Alport and are comparable to a reported modulus of elasticity for rat lens 

capsules at small strains.  The mouse lens modulus of elasticity showed a similar 

response to bath concentrations as the porcine lenses, increasing with hypotonicity.  

However, the difference in the tendency to rupture of the Alport and wild type lens 

capsules were statistically significant; for lenses that reached 14% strain in the equatorial 

direction, the Alport lenses had a greater tendency to rupture.  This work will be extended 

to investigate the temporal effects of Alport syndrome on the elastic modulus and rupture 

mechanics of lens capsules.  Osmotic challenge overcomes the size limitations of 

previously employed techniques for measuring the elastic modulus of the lens capsule 

and can provide insight into the properties of basement membranes through its 

application to other mutant mice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

The long-term goal of this work is to use mechanical behavior to provide insight into 

the organization of different basement membranes by exploring how they are affected by 

the loss of one or more constituent proteins.  The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate a 

testing method with the porcine model that utilizes osmotic pressure as a driving force to 

measure the elastic modulus of the ocular lens capsule and to investigate the change in 

elasticity of the lens capsule in mice with Alport syndrome as compared to wild type 

(WT) mice. 

 

1.2 Background 

Basement membranes are planar extracellular matrices that are ubiquitous within 

tissues and serve roles in the organization, support, and regulation of cell populations.  

The capsule surrounding the lens of the eye is an experimentally accessible basement 

membrane, accounting for its wide use as a model in studies of basement membrane 

biochemistry, structure, permeability, and mechanics [1-5].  The lens capsule is itself a 

mechanical structure regulating lens shape and a permeability barrier serving integrated 

mechanisms of ion and water transport [6-9].  Changes in the lens capsule have been 

implicated in pathological conditions including cataracts and morphologic abnormalities 

in genetic disorders of basement membranes [10-14]. 

The mechanical properties of basement membranes arise from their detailed molecular 

structures.  While highly diverse, basement membranes are formed from a palette of 
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constituents that includes interwoven networks of type IV collagen and laminin, in which 

are embedded additional specialized components [15-18].  Growing knowledge of 

genetic disorders of basement membranes, coupled with genetic mouse models, affords 

new opportunities to relate the mechanical properties of basement membranes including 

the lens capsule to their molecular constituents.  Knockout mice have been developed for 

perlecan [19], SPARC [20], and a minor collagen IV monomer [21]. 

Alport syndrome involves a mutation in a gene encoding one of the six collagen IV 

monomers present in basement membranes. The monomers form heterotrimers; the 

heterotrimer affected in Alport syndrome is primarily localized to the kidney, ear, and 

lens capsule [21].  Mice with Alport syndrome die prematurely due to failure of the 

kidney basement membrane, but they live past the eight-week duration for development 

given in this experiment.  Type IV collagen is only found in basement membranes [22], 

so the mechanical effects of Alport Syndrome are specific to basement membranes.  

When comparing different basement membranes, the only structural collagen protein 

universally present is collagen IV [22].   

 

1.3 Related Work 

Methods previously utilized for determining the mechanical properties of lens capsules 

in pigs, cows, and humans require dissection or manipulation of the lens capsule: ring 

pulling [23,24], pressure-volume/ volume-strain methods [25-27], and controlled 

inflation [7,28].  These techniques are not well suited for mice due to the small lens size.  

Osmotic swelling overcomes the manipulation difficulties of the mouse lens and allows 
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for multiaxial testing while keeping the lens and lens capsule in their native geometry. 

The elastic modulus for the porcine model has been determined through some of these 

mechanical techniques [23,27], giving our model a basis for validity. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) has also been used [29], but it is an expensive procedure and may not 

correctly determine the elastic modulus. 

Osmotic swelling has been used to measure mechanical and transport properties of 

cellular and subcellular membranes in animals and plants.  Determination of the elastic 

modulus of cellular and mitochondrial membranes of sea urchin eggs [30], the 

permeability coefficient of human red blood cells [31], and plant cell mechanics both in 

the presence [32] and in the absence [33] of the cell wall are just a few examples.  Similar 

to our model for the lens capsule, plant models have been developed that use osmotic 

pressure as the expansive force and mechanical pressure of the cell wall as the resistive 

force to cellular swelling [34,35].  

Osmotic swelling of the isolated lens is also well established [14,36-38], primarily as a 

tool to explore lens physiology.  The potential has been established for osmotic swelling 

as a tool to explore lens capsule stiffness [14]; however, there has been no previous 

osmotic-based determination of the lens capsule modulus of elasticity. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Experimental System 

2.1.1 Porcine 

Porcine eyes were dissected from euthanized animals 1 to 8 hours post mortem 

(Visible Heart® Laboratory and Experimental Surgical Services at the University of 

Minnesota). The lenses were removed from the eyes and cleaned while submerged in 

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) solution, which is isotonic to the lens 

cytoplasm (about 0.9% w/v).  The lenses were then transferred anterior side-down to a 

closed chamber containing 0.1%, 0.2%, or 0.5% (w/v) NaCl and no energy source.  

Lenses thus subjected to passive osmotic challenge were digitally imaged every 5 to 10 

minutes for 10 hours by a 1.3 mega-pixel camera mounted on an eyepiece adapter of a 4X 

Olympus dissection microscope.  Fiber optic lighting created a contrast between the lens 

and the black mat that is necessary for data analysis.  Lens diameter was determined as 

the maximum distance between two points on the perimeter using MATLAB routines 

(Fig. 1) and lens volume calculated assuming spherical geometry.  See Appendix A I for 

MATLAB code: get_time_radius_TAP. 

The pixel-to-metric conversion was achieved using a picture of a calibrated circle 

taken under the experimental microscope setting for each data set.  This picture was not 

obtained in some early porcine experiments, so the initial lens radius for those cases 

(n=5) was taken to be 4600 µm, the average of those measured (n=26) after the 

methodology was corrected.  A sensitivity study on the initial radius showed that r=4500 

µm or 4700 µm yielded less than 3% difference in the fitted parameters. 
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Figure 1: Porcine lens images. Image of a lens (a) captured from the camera during 
experiment and (b) after binomial conversion in MATLAB.  Arrow indicates 
points from which the radius was calculated, depicted as small circles.  The radius 
of this lens is 4.66 mm. 

 

2.1.2 Mouse 

Mouse lenses were dissected from euthanized males 15 to 30 minutes post mortem 

(male and initial female breeders provided by Jackson Laboratories; bred and housed in 

University of Minnesota RAR facilities) at 8 weeks of age +/- 3 days.  The initial radii of 

the lens were obtained from a picture taken while the lens was in a covered dish with 

DPBS solution.  The settings of the microscope were not changed after the initial picture; 

calibration was established from a picture of a calibrated circle.  The lens was then placed 

in 0.1% or 0.3% NaCl solution, and a picture was taken every minute for three hours.   

The lenses were placed so that their sagittal plane was imaged, allowing for the 

measurement of the equatorial and sagittal diameter with the MATLAB routines (Fig. 2).  

See Appendix A I for MATLAB code: get_time_radius_TAP. 

a b 
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Figure 2: Mouse lens images. Image of a lens (a) captured from the camera during 
experiment and (b) after binomial conversion in MATLAB.  The red and blue 
arrows indicate the points from which the equatorial radius and sagittal radius was 
calculated, respectively.  The equatorial radius is 1.2 mm, and the sagittal radius 
is .94 mm. 

 

Tail snips were taken post mortem at the time of the experiment.  The tails were stored 

in an -80 degree freezer and sequenced after the data was analyzed, allowing for blind 

collection and analysis. 

 

2.2 Analytical System  

2.2.1 Physiological Model 

The lens capsule surrounds the cellular lens, which has three regions (Fig. 3A): a 

central nucleus of mature fibers, surrounded by a cortex of differentiating fibers, which 

are separated from the lens capsule by epithelial cells along the anterior surface [39].  

Water accumulation has been shown to occur in the epithelial and underlying lens fiber 

regions when placed in hypotonic solutions [36,40].  A waterfront is created as the lens 

a b 
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swells radially inward in layers; each layer appears to reach a fully swollen state before 

the next layer of fibers begins to swell [40].  This is expected, as the permeability to 

water molecules should increase significantly as the water content within the tissue 

increases.  The waterfront in the lens capsule is similar to the immobilizing reaction 

modeled by Crank [41], and computational models have been constructed to determine 

the advancement of other naturally occurring fronts [42,43]. 

In our model, we consider passive transport only, neglecting the lens epithelial cells 

and dividing the lens fibers into two distinct regions.  The mushy zone arises by osmotic 

swelling from the outer portion of the lens and is comprised of the swollen fibers (Fig. 3B 

& C).  The core represents the remaining inner portion of the cellular lens that has not 

been reached by the waterfront. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a) 
 

Figure 3: Anatomical and model schematic of ocular lens (continued on following 
page). (a) Anatomy of ocular lens. 
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(c) 
Figure 3: Anatomical and model schematic of ocular lens (continued from previous 

page). (a) Anatomy of ocular lens. (b) Model schematic of ocular lens before 
placement in hypotonic solution and (c) after some time in hypotonic solution.  
The subscripts c and o refer to the core of the lens and the outside bath, 
respectively.  Initially the lens is not swollen and a mushy zone does not exist.  
After placement in hypotonic solution, water penetrates the lens capsule and the 
lens fibers swell in layers.  The swollen fibers constitute the mushy zone, and the 
interface between the mushy zone and the core marks the waterfront.  The 
difference in osmolarity between the core and outside bath is the driving force for 
lens expansion, which is opposed by mechanical pressure from the stretched lens 
capsule. 
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2.2.2 Model Transport and Mechanical Features 
• The lens capsule is modeled as a thin, spherical shell of uniform thickness with 

linear elastic properties described by the mechanical theory of membranes [44] 

and water flux described by the Kedem-Katchalsky equation [45]. 

• The cellular lens is modeled as two regions: the mushy zone and the core.  Water 

transport through the mushy zone is described empirically by Darcy’s law. 

• Without an energy source, transport through the lens is passive.  Although 

multicellular, the mushy zone and core are each lumped and regarded as 

homogeneous. 

• Two forms of charged species are present in the system.  Biomacromolecules 

within the lens fiber cells that cannot cross the fiber cell membranes (including, 

for example, crystallins) have a constant fixed charge density zc within the core 

[46] and exert a Donnan effect [47].   Small ions (e.g. Na+, Cl-) are represented as 

monovalent and freely permeant [48]. 

• The osmotic pressure difference between the mushy zone and the outside bath is 

balanced by the mechanical pressure exerted by the stretching lens capsule due to 

the presence of a distinct water front [40]. 

• The osmotic pressure difference between the core and the outside bath drives 

water penetration and thus expansion of the mushy zone, which continues until 

the osmotic pressure is balanced by the mechanical pressure from the stretched 

lens capsule.   

• The bath concentration is constant, and unstirred layer effects are neglected. 
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• A pressure gradient cannot be supported within the lens, resulting in an 

equilibrated hydrostatic pressure between the mushy zone and core. 

 

2.2.3 Computational Model 

A complete derivation of the governing ODE is provided in Appendix B, and an 

explanation of variables is listed in Table 1: 

 (1) 
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Table1: Governing Equation Variables  

Parameter Description Value Units Reference 

E Modulus of 
elasticity § Pa ‡ 

Mouse 
11.4x10-6 

(Danysh et al., 
2008)  

‡ h Capsule thickness 
Porcine 
58x10-6 

m (Wollensak et al., 
2004)  

‡ 

Km 
Darcy 

Conductivity of 
mushy zone 

§ m2•Pa-1•s-1 ‡ 
Rat (used for 

Mouse) 
4.8x10-11 

(Fisher, 1988) 
‡  

Lp 
Capsule hydraulic 

conductivity Porcine 
7.5x10-11 

m•Pa-1•s-1 

(Fisher, 1977) 

m Concentration of 
bath solution 

17.11* 
51.33 
85.56 

mol• m-3 
0.1 % w/v* 
0.3 % w/v 
0.5 % w/v 

r Radius of the lens † m † 

r0 
Initial radius of 

lens † m † 

R Universal gas 
constant 8.314 m3•Pa•K-1•mol-

1 ---------------- 

t Time † s † 

T Ambient 
temperature 293 K ---------------- 

zc 
Fixed charge 

density of lens 
fiber cells 

§ mol• m-3 
(Bartels and Elliott, 

1993)  
‡ 

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.47 ---------------- 

(Fisher, 1969; 
Koretz and 

Handelman, 1982) 
‡ 

* See Appendix C for unit conversion from % w/v to mol• m-3 

† Values measured during experiment 
‡ See Appendix D for a discussion of the literature and fitted constants 
§ Fitting parameter in the computational model 
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2.2.4 Data Processing 

The numerical solution to Eq. (1) was obtained using the MATLAB ode23s routine 

and the parameter values listed in Table 1 (See Appendix A II, III, IV and VI for 

MATLAB code).  Recognizing that the thickness of the lens capsule is not uniform 

[22,49,50], we take an average thickness h determined from the anterior surface of the 

porcine lens [51] and from the equatorial region of the mouse lens [49].  We investigate 

values of the fixed charge density zc within the range of 10 and 20 mM determined in 

bovine lens [46].  The values of the elastic modulus, E, and Darcy conductivity of mushy 

zone, Km, were chosen to minimize the sum of squared error between the simulated and 

experimental r vs. t data using a MATLAB fminsearch routine.  Peirce’s criterion was 

used to evaluate the elastic modulus at each bath concentration [52]. 

 
3. RESULTS 
 

Figure 4 depicts the results of representative experiments with their numerical solution 

to Eq. (1) for each NaCl bath concentration used with the porcine and mouse models.  

The symbols represent experimental data, and the solid lines represent the numerical 

solutions, with modulus of elasticity, E, and Darcy conductivity of the mushy zone, Km, 

as fitting parameters for each data set independently; the fixed charge density, zc, was set 

at 20 mol·m-3. 
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Figure 4: Computational model fitted to experimental data. Computational model 

(solid lines) fitted to experimental data (symbols) of lens expansion for the (a) 
porcine and (b) mouse models.  Data are representative experiments from each 
bath concentration, with the fixed charge density, zc, set at 20 mol·m-3.  Discrete 
steps in the experimental data were caused by the limit of measurement 
resolution. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Typical sum-of-squared error (SSE) vs. E and Km plots are given in Fig. 5.  When E is 

increased and Km decreased (or vice versa), the error rises rapidly, but if E and Km both 

increase (or decrease), there is relatively little change in the error, as seen by the shallow 

trough in Fig. 5a and the highly elliptical contours in Fig. 4b.  For a two-parameter 

model, a reasonable estimate of the 95% confidence ellipse on the fitted parameters is 

detailed in Appendix E.  The data set used to generate figures 5 and 6 was from a porcine 

lens that contained 40 images (less than an image every 10 minutes); SSE95%=1.17 

SSEmin [53].  The number of images was significantly increased for the mouse data sets, 

reducing the error confidence interval to SSE95%=1.034 SSEmin (Appendix E). 

For the plots in Fig. 5, SSEmin=.00125, giving SSE95%=.00146.  The axes of the 

confidence ellipse do not coincide with the E and Km axes.  The Km that produced 

minimum error at each value of E was plotted against E (Fig. 6a), resulting in a nearly 

linear line with slope 1.  This line plots the valley of the trough for the error contour 

graph in Fig. 4b.  With an intercept of 0.2 and error determined from the 95% confidence 

ellipse, the rotated coordinates of the ellipse correspond to the following equations: 

E-K= -0.2 +/- .05Emin, where Emin =2.38 MPa 

K-E=  0.2 +/- .26Kmin, where Kmin= 2.56 x 10-16 m2·Pa-1·s-1 

In Fig. 6b the value of error for each Km and E combination in Fig. 6a is plotted against 

E.  This is the same trough from figure 5a on a different scale.  It demonstrates that the 

value obtained in from the processing code (E=2.4 MPa) is the value that globally 

generates the smallest SSE. 
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Figure 5: Contour of sum of squared error vs. capsule elastic modulus and mushy 
zone Darcy conductivity. Sum of squared error (SSE) (a) plotted vs. modulus of 
elasticity of the lens capsule, E, and (b) plotted vs. E and Darcy conductivity of 
the mushy zone, Km. A shallow trough lies along the line E= Km+.02, with units of 
MPa and 10-16 m2·Pa-1·s-1 for E and Km respectively.  Results are from a porcine 
lens in 0.1% NaCl bath and based on zc=20 mol·m-3. 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 6: Graph of mushy zone Darcy conductivity and sum of squared error vs. 
capsule elastic modulus. (a) Darcy conductivity of the mushy zone that produced 
the minimum error at each value of E, plotted against E. (b) Sum of squared error 
for each Km and E combination plotted against E. 
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As can be seen in Fig. 5b, the confidence ellipses have a long direction, yielding fairly 

large confidence intervals (roughly +/- 25%) when E and Km are both allowed to vary.  

Thus we expect that the estimated values are within 25-30% of the true value.  We 

observe that if E or Km were known from some other measurement, the confidence 

intervals would be tightened considerably.  For mouse data sets, when three hours of data 

is used in the computational model, the confidence interval is reduced to 10% of the 

estimated value. 

 

3.1 Porcine 

One data point was removed as an outlier from the 0.5% saline bath concentration 

dataset at zc=20 mol·m–3. The average elastic modulus of the lens capsule at zc=20 

mol·m-3 was 2.0±0.5 MPa (mean ± 95% confidence interval; n=15) for 0.1% saline 

solution, 0.64±0.3 MPa (n=10) for 0.2% saline solution, and 0.28±0.5 MPa (n=6) for 

0.5% saline solution.  For zc=10 mol·m-3, the average elastic modulus was 0.58±0.1 MPa 

(n=15) for 0.1% saline solution, 0.20±0.08 MPa (n=10) for 0.2% saline solution, and 

0.24±0.02 MPa (n=7) for 0.5% saline solution.  The data are shown in Fig. 7 with 

reported literature values of the porcine lens elastic modulus for comparison.  It is noted 

that the Krag and Andreasson value is a secant modulus at 10% uniaxial strain (calculated 

from table III [23]) and may not be directly comparable to our measurement, which is 

primarily biaxial. 

The average initial radius of the lens was 4700±110µm (mean ± 95% confidence 

interval) n=12 for the experiments with 0.1% saline bath concentration, 4500±120 µm 
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n=9 for the 0.2% saline bath, and 4450±150 µm n=5 for the 0.5% saline bath.  There was 

no significant difference among the initial lens radii of the three groups of experiments 

(p=0.38 by analysis of variance, ANOVA).  Rotation of a single image (from -15º to 15º 

with 5º steps) and subsequent measurement of the equatorial diameter produced less than 

1% error. 

 

Figure 7: Porcine capsule elastic modulus experimental and literature values. Error 
bars are 95% confidence intervals. 
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3.1 Mouse 

Twenty-one mice were tested: 11 at 0.3% and 10 at 0.1% saline solution.  The 

genotypes were obtained after data collection and analysis; however, the distribution of 

Alport and wild type within each group was nearly the same. Among the lenses tested at 

0.3% bath concentration, 4 were wild type and 7 were Alport.  Among the lenses tested at 

0.1% bath concentration, 3 were wild type and 7 were Alport.  The modulus of elasticity 

and the hydraulic conductivity of the mushy zone were determined from the 

computational model for each data set using one, two, and three hours of data.  Reported 

here are the elastic moduli for one and two hours of equatorial data and two hours of 

sagittal data, and the hydraulic conductivity for two hours of equatorial data. 

Data sets were evaluated at a fixed charge density of 15 and 20 mol·m–3.  The fit was 

poor at a fixed charge density of 10 mol·m–3, so the second value of 15 was chosen 

because the fit was significantly improved and within the 10- 20 mol·m–3range 

determined by Bartels and Elliott [46].  Equatorial and sagittal data were analyzed for 

outliers based on Peirce’s criterion at both zc values in each category (0.1% WT, 0.3% 

WT, 0.1% Alport, 0.3% Alport).  One set was removed from the equatorial and sagittal 

data at both fixed charge densities (the same data set) for 0.3% Alport and wild type and 

0.1% Alport.  Additionally, sagittal information was not obtained for two data sets from 

the Alport 0.1% and one data set from the 0.3% wild type.  Due to camera malfunction, a 

portion of images were not captured in early data points for one experiment (WT 0.3%); 

the number of data points were not great enough to generate a fit at one hour of. data 

collection.  Also, the error for zc=20 and zc=15 for one WT 0.3% data set and for zc=15 
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for one Alport 0.3% data were outliers, so they were not included in the analysis.  Lastly, 

one data set was not used in the maximum strain at 3 hours and rupture analysis from the 

Alport 0.1% concentration because a bubble was developed that prevented accurate 

determination of the equatorial diameter.  However, at 2 hours the strain was 16% and the 

lens did not rupture within 4 hours.  The number of data sets, n, is provided for each 

graph since data exclusion varies with the parameters being investigated, as outlined 

above. 

The average initial equatorial radius was 1150±17µm (mean ± 95% confidence 

interval, n=12) for Alport lenses and 1152 ±23µm (n=7) for wild type lenses.  The 

average initial sagittal radius was 963 ±23µm (n=12) for Alport lenses and 937 ±22µm 

(n=7) for wild type lenses. 

The average values of elastic modulus and hydraulic conductivity are shown in Fig. 8 

and 9, respectively, using two hours of data for the computational model.  The modulus 

of elasticity measured by Danielsen for the rat [27] is included in Fig. 8 for comparison.   

The average elastic modulus of the lens capsule at zc=20 mol·m-3 was 1.8±0.3 MPa 

(mean ± 95% confidence interval; n=3) for WT and 1.4±0.2 MPa (n=6) for Alport lenses 

in 0.1% saline solution, and 0.43±0.01 MPa (n=3) for WT and 0.5±0.1 MPa (n=6) for 

Alport lenses in 0.3% saline solution.  For zc=15 mol·m-3, the average elastic modulus 

was 1.0±0.2 MPa (n=3) for WT and 0.8±0.1 MPa (n=6) for Alport lenses in 0.1% saline 

solution, and 0.25 MPa (n=1) for WT and 0.29±0.06 MPa (n=6) for Alport lenses in 0.3% 

saline solution. 
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The average Darcy conductivity of the mushy zone at zc=20 mol·m-3 was 0.7±0.3 

m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=3) for WT and 0.8±0.2 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=7) for Alport lenses in 0.1% saline 

solution, and 2.4±0.4 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=2) for WT and 2.3±0.4 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=6) for Alport 

lenses in 0.3% saline solution.  For zc=15 mol·m-3, the average Darcy conductivity was 

1.4±0.7 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=3) for WT and 1.5±0.5 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=7) for Alport lenses in 0.1% 

saline solution, and 6±1 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=2) for WT and 7±1 m2·Pa-1·s-1 (n=6) for Alport 

lenses in 0.3% saline solution. 

The average elastic modulus determined by the computational model using one hour 

of data is shown in Fig. 10.  The elastic modulus determined by the computational model 

using two hours of sagittal strain data is shown in Fig. 11. On average, the strain reached 

by the sagittal and equatorial diameters in 3 hours were similar in Alport and wild type 

lenses regardless of bath concentration (Fig. 12).  These data do not include lenses that 

ruptured before 3 hours.  When individual data sets are plotted, however, a statistically 

significant trend is observed (Fig. 13).  Wild type (2/2) and Alport (5/5) lenses that 

strained less than 14% all survived.  Lenses that strained greater than 14% had a higher 

tendency to rupture if they were Alport (7/8 in comparison to 1/5 for WT; p=0.03, Chi 

Square- Test).  Images of a lens before and after capsule rupture are shown in Fig 14. 
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Figure 8: Mouse capsule elastic modulus experimental and literature values using 2 
hours of data. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Figure 9: Mouse mushy zone Darcy conductivity experimental values using 2 hours 
of data. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 10: Mouse capsule elastic modulus experimental and literature values using 1 
hour of data: Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Figure 11: Mouse capsule elastic modulus experimental and literature values using 2 
hours of sagittal radius strain data: Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 12: Mouse lens radial strain after 3 hours in hypotonic solution.  Two lenses 
placed in physiologically isotonic solution for 4 and 14 hours are also included. 
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 13: Mouse lens strain before rupture or after 4 hours in hypotonic solution.   
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Figure 14: Mouse capsule rupture images. Mouse lens (a, b) before and (c, d) after lens 

capsule rupture with different light source intensities.  Images (a) and (c) are from 
a different experiment than images (b) and (d). 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Porcine 

The osmotic swelling method developed with the porcine model provides a 

quantitative assessment of the lens capsule modulus of elasticity without requiring 

dissection of the capsule.  Unlike traditional mechanical techniques, the minimal 

manipulation allows osmotic swelling to be extended to small animal models such as the 

mouse.  The elastic modulus estimates are made at small strains (<10%), which are 

physiologically relevant, as this is where accommodation occurs [22]. 

The elastic modulus determined through the osmotic swelling model is comparable to 

previously reported values. The secant modulus calculated from Table III of Krag and 

Andreassen [23] was obtained from uniaxial extension tests of pre-strained capsule rings 

while the elastic modulus calculated by our model and by Danielsen [27], who utilized 

Fisher’s biaxial method of inflation [25], came from multiaxial extension tests.  Although 

the elastic modulus from Krag and Andreassen shown in Fig. 5 is calculated from pre-

strained capsular rings, the alignment of the fibers is still likely to affect the apparent 

elastic modulus.  Under uniaxial loading, the collagen IV network initially straightens in 

the low strain region (<10%).  Under biaxial loads, however, the collagen IV network 

does not experience the initial straightening [18].  X-ray diffraction has shown networks 

of randomly oriented collagen fibers in unstretched, air-dried bovine lens capsules and 

has demonstrated the reorientation of fibers parallel to the direction of applied stress in 

stretched collagen networks [54].  The effect of loading type has been shown with the 

human lens capsule.  Fisher [25] reported values of 3-6 MPa using inflation, as compared 

to 0.4-1.5 MPa measured by Krag et al. [55] using uniaxial ring-pulling. Therefore, the 
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higher modulus observed by our model and Danielson as compared to Krag and 

Andreassen is expected. 

Our data show an increase in measured modulus with hypotonicity, especially when a 

higher estimated value for zc is used.  This increase is inconsistent with our assumption 

of a linear material and must therefore be examined in more depth.  The obvious 

explanation would be that the mechanical response is nonlinear, as observed by Krag and 

Andreassen [23] and consistent with some combination of material nonlinearity of the 

type IV collagen triple helix and kinematic nonlinearity due to rearrangement of the 

collagen network. Another important consideration is that the numerous simplifications 

made in deriving the model may lead to inaccurate but reproducible estimates of the lens 

capsule properties. The following paragraphs discuss potential sources of error from the 

model. 

The simplification of the transport and thermodynamics within the lens to a lumped, 

well-mixed system containing only fixed charge and monovalent ions was made to 

simplify analysis of the data and minimize the number of empirical parameters, but it 

could lead to incorrect results. The validity of the lumped model can be assessed by 

calculating the characteristic diffusion time.  For small ions, the diffusion coefficient is 

expected to be on the order of 0.001 mm2·s-1 [48].  Early in the experiment, the mushy 

zone is relatively thin (~ 0.5 mm at t ~ 2 hours), and the diffusion time scale is short (~ 5 

min).  At the end of the experiment, the mushy zone thickness is approximately 1.5 mm, 

which corresponds to a diffusion time scale of 40 min, which is rapid compared to the 10-

hr experiment but long enough to be an issue.   
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In light of this concern, the following analysis is made. Since the volume change is not 

very large (~20% for 7% radial expansion), the chemical environment within the lens 

(i.e., the osmotic pressure driving water into the lens) does not change dramatically 

during the experiment.  An increase in elastic modulus, E, reduces the equilibrium 

expansion of the lens, shifting the radius vs. time curve down.  An increase in 

permeability of the mushy zone, Km, allows the system to equilibrate more quickly due to 

increased water mobility, shifting the radius vs. time curve to the left.  Thus, the net 

effect of the combined increases in E and Km is small, as seen in Figure 4.  It would be 

possible to separate the two parameters more effectively if the experiment were run to 

equilibrium, but we found that the tissue began to deteriorate after 10 hours, so we were 

not able to explore longer times.  For a smaller lens, the equilibration time might be 

faster, so the method may work better in, e.g., the mouse. 

The value of the fixed charge density zc was held constant, and two values were 

analyzed.  Since our goal is to quantify the change in the elastic modulus as the 

composition of the basement membrane is altered through genetic manipulation, this 

model is appropriate for the intended use regardless of the chosen zc.  It is observed, 

however, that an accurate measurement of the elastic modulus cannot be determined 

without knowing the value of the fixed charge density.  Even if the fixed charge density 

were known, the electrochemistry of the lens is assuredly more subtle than a collection of 

only fixed charges and monovalent ions. We therefore reiterate that the modulus values 

calculated from our analysis of a swelling experiment are better suited to comparison 

between different lens capsules than to specific quantitative application. If more 
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information about the charged species and the transport properties within the lens were to 

become available, a distributed model following those of Ateshian [56] and Haider [57] 

could be developed.  Heistand et al. [7] have developed a novel method of determining 

multiaxial mechanical behavior of the lens capsule.  While their protocol can be used to 

determine more accurate and regional measurements of the modulus of elasticity, it is 

difficult to extend to the mouse lens due to its size. 

There are many aspects of lens geometry and properties that are not captured by the 

approach we describe. These include variation in radius of curvature [58], capsule 

thickness [50], and collagen content [59] from the anterior to the posterior of the lens.  

For the mouse model, the lens was mounted so that the sagittal plane was imaged, which 

allowed for the measurement of both the equatorial and sagittal diameters.  It is also 

noted that no evidence of active volume control [60] was observed, most likely due to the 

lack of energy source and low temperature. 

In spite of the concerns raised here, osmotic swelling has the potential to quantify 

changes in lens capsule mechanical properties in the mouse lens, providing access to the 

genetic manipulability of the mouse.  Traditional test methods [7,23,25] require isolation 

and manipulation of the sample that will be complicated, if not impossible, to achieve 

with the mouse lens.  Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has recently been applied to the 

mouse lens capsule basement membrane [29], but AFM involves more difficult isolation 

and a highly complex deformation (involving compression, tension, shear, and finite-

thickness effects simultaneously).  Osmotic swelling offers a simpler approach, and this 
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preliminary study suggests that it is a feasible method to assess prefailure lens capsule 

elasticity at small strains (<10%).  

 
4.2 Mouse 

The maximum strain reached by the mouse lenses was significantly greater than the 

strain experienced by the porcine lenses.  As a result, the computational model used the 

entire capacity of the core for swelling the mouse lens but did not completely use the core 

for the porcine lenses.  A restriction had to be placed on the code that terminated swelling 

when the core was completely used, resulting in a sharp corner in the graph (Figure 4b).  

The elastic modulus was calculated based on an input of 1 (Fig. 10), 2 (Fig 8), and 3 

hours of data.  For each category, the elastic moduli obtained using different inputs were 

similar.  The values of elastic modulus show the same pattern observed with the porcine 

lenses, increasing with an increase in hypotonicity or fixed charge density.  Although Fig. 

4b suggests that the full consumption of the core occurs after one hour of swelling, the 

corner in the graph was not eliminated when one hour of data was used.   

Unlike the porcine swelling (Figure 4a), the mouse lenses swelled at the same rate in 

0.1% and 0.3% NaCl w/v bath solutions (Figure 4b).  This, along with the high rate of 

swelling, suggests that water transport may be limiting the rate of swelling.  One potential 

consequence is that the free ions may not be able to leave the lens in the manner assumed 

by the model.  Resultantly, the elasticity of the mouse lens capsule measured with this 

experimental data may not be appropriate due to the models inability to capture the 

complexity of a strong driving force.  For future work, a solution of higher concentration 

will be used to decrease the osmotic driving force and rate of swelling.  This may reduce 
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the water transport effects on the model, allowing the computational model to more 

accurately measure the modulus of elasticity.  

The elasticity of the lens capsule measured in this work is not significantly different 

between the Alport and wild type mouse lenses in all bath concentrations using equatorial 

and sagittal strain data.  Currently the same literature values needed for the computation 

model are being used for analysis of wild-type and Alport data.  However, the capsule 

thickness and hydraulic conductivity may be affected by Alport syndrome.  In related 

future work, the hydraulic conductivity will be measured for the wild type and Alport 

mouse lens capsule.  Although the thickness of the lens capsule will not be measured, a 

hydroxyproline assay will be performed using the lens capsule to determine if the protein 

content is changing.  This will show if the mass of the lens capsule is changing and 

provide insight into whether the capsule thickness may be changing.  The Poisson’s ratio 

should not be affected by Alport syndrome, because incompressibility is an intrinsic 

property of the fibers. 

The strain in the sagittal plane is greater than the strain in the equatorial plane (Fig. 

12), leading to a smaller value of elastic modulus when used in the computational model 

(Fig. 11).  In future work, the sagittal information will used to obtain an estimate on the 

error associated with the assumption of the lens being a spherical shell.  The average 

values of elasticity vary at most by a factor of two.  With the assumptions used by the 

model and considering the model to be a comparative tool, the use of the equatorial 

radius should not affect the conclusions drawn from equatorial data.  Also, it should be 

noted that the sagittal radii are not as accurate as the equatorial radii.  The lens is 
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balanced on a round surface along its equator, and if the equatorial plane is not 

orthogonal to the plane of imaging, the apparent sagittal radius will appear larger than the 

actual sagittal radius.  Although the lens does not move after it is placed, the angle may 

vary between the initial image captured in isotonic solution and the images captured 

while in the hypotonic bath, leading to inaccurate values of sagittal strain.   

Figure 12 demonstrates that the lens swells in physiological isotonic solution (0.9% 

w/v).  When the lenses are removed from the animal and placed in solution without an 

energy source, the ion pumps cannot maintain the physiological ion concentration.  The 

rate of the resulting swelling is much less than the rate of swelling of lenses in 0.1% and 

0.3% solutions; at 14 hours the lens has not reached the level of strain that lenses in the 

other solutions on average reach in 4 hours.  This again suggests that a bath concentration 

closer to 0.9% w/v will have a lower rate of swelling, which may allow the model to 

more accurately determine the elasticity of the lens capsule and mushy zone Darcy 

hydraulic conductivity.  

The phenomenon of lens capsule rupture was noticed while analyzing data sets.  The 

lens capsule appears to undergo catastrophic failure during rupture (Fig 14).  Images A 

and C were captured one minute apart during an experiment.  The light source was 

adjusted in image B and D for visualization of lens details.  Image C is an initial image of 

a lens before placement in hypotonic solution.  Image D is an image taken a few minutes 

after the capsule ruptured.  The mechanisms of basement membrane failure will be 

addressed in future experiments. 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB Code 
 
A. I. get_time_radius_TAP 
 
function [u,t] = get_time_radius_TAP 
  
%%Function measures and outputs the equatorial and sagittal radius for 
%%all images of a data set and exports them into an output file: 
%%output.TAP. Open with a text editor, copy and paste into an xcel 
%%spreadsheet, or copy directly into data.TAP for analysis with 
%%swelling_final_plot_TAP. Set variables at the beginning of this 
%%function and swelling_final_plot_TAP. 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Variables to set for each data set           
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
name='5-02-10_malpm27_03c_'; %Image names within folder; all must be in  
 the same folder; number.tiff follows the dash  
total=105;               %Number extension of last image to be analyzed 
offset=10;                %The offset for the later pictures- ex) if  

picture_7.tiff is taken at 4 min, it is the 
5th picture (includes initial image); offset 
is 2 

  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Loop for reading in images          
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
max=total-offset;  %actual number of images analyzed 
i=1; 
check_var3=1; 
  
while i<max+1 
    if check_var3==1 
        question= 'Do you have another file?'; %%need to select initial  
 image and image at time 1- may need to select  
 more depending on first couple images 
        button= questdlg(question,'Request to 
continue','Yes','No','Yes'); 
        switch button 
            case 'Yes' 
  
                [filename,pathname] =uigetfile('*.*');  
 %manually select file 
  
            case 'No' 
                check_var3=0; 
                m=i+offset; 
                m=num2str(m); 
                datafile_str=strcat(name,m,'.tiff');  
                filename=  sprintf(datafile_str); 
        end 
  
    else 
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        m=i+offset; 
        m=num2str(m); 
        datafile_str=strcat(name,m,'.tiff');  
 %sets path for import of remaining images  
 through "max" 
        filename=  sprintf(datafile_str); 
  
    end 
    f= imread(fullfile(pathname,filename));   
 %reads in file to be an image 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Image Adjustments and image conversion to grayscale and then black 
%% and white         
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%Loop for rotating images- since initial image taken at a different 
%%time, rotation is set up separately. Other images can also be rotated 
%%separately. 
    if i==1 
        f=imrotate(f,-1);    %negative is clockwise 
             elseif i==2 || i==3  %rotate image 2 and 3, 3 degrees  
   clockwise 
                 f=imrotate(f,-3); 
             elseif i==4 %f=imrotate(f,5); %rotate image 4, 5 degrees  
 counter clockwise 
         
    else 
        f=imrotate(f,-5);   %rotate all other images 5 degrees  
 clockwise 
    end 
  
  
    I=rgb2gray(f);   % Convert image to grayscale 
  
%%Bubbles may need to be blacked out if they are too large and cannot 
%%be eliminated in the "junk removal" below 
%     I(1:200,1:100)=0; %Black out selected area; top left corner 0,0; 
%     bottom right corner 768, 1024 
%     I(1:100,:)=0; 
  
  
    %imshow(I); %show gray-scale image on screen 
     
    if i==1  % Establish the treshhold of gray scale for the first file  
 for BW conversion 
        t=graythresh(I); 
        tr=t*1.2; 
        BW=im2bw(I,tr); 
        check_var = 1; 
        while check_var > 0; 
            imshow(BW); 
            title_str=strcat('\fontsize {14} Thresh = ', num2str(tr)); 
            title(title_str); 
            button2= questdlg('Do you want to change Treshold','Request  
 to change','+','-','NO','N0'); 
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            if button2 == '+' 
                tr=tr+0.01; 
                BW=im2bw(I,tr); 
            elseif button2 == '--' 
                tr=tr-0.01; 
                BW=im2bw(I,tr); 
            else 
                check_var=0; 
            end 
        end 
  
%%Junk Removal 
  
        check_var2 = 1; 
        disk=30; 
        while check_var2 > 0; 
            newBW=imopen(BW,strel('disk',disk)); 
            imshow(newBW); 
            title_str2=strcat('\fontsize {14} Disk Elimination = ',  
 num2str(disk)); 
            title(title_str2); 
            button3= questdlg('Do you want to change disk size  
 ','Request to change','+','-','NO','N0'); 
             
       %increment the size of disk until remove spheres of desired size 
             
            if button3 == '+' 
                disk=disk+2; 
                BW=im2bw(I,tr); 
                newBW=imopen(BW,strel('disk',disk)); %remove spheres  
 with a radius less than disk pixels 
                imshow(newBW); 
            elseif button3 == '--' 
                disk=disk-2; 
                BW=im2bw(I,tr); 
                newBW=imopen(BW,strel('disk',disk)); %remove spheres  
 with a radius less than disk pixels 
                imshow(newBW); 
            else 
                check_var2=0; 
            end 
        end 
  
    else 
        BW=im2bw(I,tr); 
        newBW=imopen(BW,strel('disk',disk)); 
  
    end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Establish points for diameter measurement         
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
    [L,n]=bwlabel(newBW,4); 
  
    ded=regionprops(L,'Extrema'); 
    right_x= (ded.Extrema(3,1)+ded.Extrema(4,1))/2; 
    right_y= (ded.Extrema(3,2)+ded.Extrema(4,2))/2; 
    left_x= (ded.Extrema(7,1)+ded.Extrema(8,1))/2; 
    left_y= (ded.Extrema(7,2)+ded.Extrema(8,2))/2; 
  
    top_x= (ded.Extrema(1,1)+ded.Extrema(2,1))/2; 
    top_y= (ded.Extrema(1,2)+ded.Extrema(2,2))/2; 
    bottom_x= (ded.Extrema(5,1)+ded.Extrema(6,1))/2; 
    bottom_y= (ded.Extrema(5,2)+ded.Extrema(6,2))/2; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Image display while processing    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     
    %%Display the first 10 images and every 30th images; displays  
    %%points used to measure diameter 
  
    R=rem(i,30);                 %function calculates remainder of i/30 
  
    if i<10 || R==0 
        imshow(newBW); 
        hold on; 
  
        plot(right_x,right_y,'ro'); 
        plot(left_x,left_y,'ro'); 
        plot(top_x,top_y,'bo'); 
        plot(bottom_x,bottom_y,'bo'); 
        m=i+offset; 
        title_str=strcat('\fontsize {14} slide# = ', num2str(m)); 
        title(title_str); 
        hold off; 
        figure; 
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Establish initial radius in pixels for radial strain- can also set 
manuallyImage display while processing    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
    if i==1 
        r_0_eq= ((left_y-right_y)^2+(left_x-right_x)^2)^.5;   
 %equitorial r_0 in pixels 
        %r_0_eq=517     %for setting initial radius manually- in pixels 
        r_0_sag= ((top_y-bottom_y)^2+(top_x-bottom_x)^2)^.5;  
 %sagittal r_0 in pixels 
  
    end 
  
    Radius_eq(i) = ((left_y-right_y)^2+(left_x-right_x)^2)^.5/r_0_eq;    
 % normalized equitorial radii 
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    Radius_sag(i) = ((top_y-bottom_y)^2+(top_x-bottom_x)^2)^.5/r_0_sag;  
 % normalized sagittal radii 
  
  
  
  
    t(i)=i-1;           
         % pictures taken every minute with time=0 for first image: i=1 
    max_length=i; 
    i=i+1;       
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Plots of radial stain vs time and data output 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
figure; 
plot(t,Radius_eq,'r-');           %equitorial radius 
hold on 
plot(t,Radius_sag,'b-');          %sagital radius 
for k=1:length(t) 
    tt(k)=t(length(t)-k+1); 
    rr(k)=Radius_eq(length(t)-k+1); 
    rr_2(k)=Radius_sag(length(t)-k+1); 
end 
  
  
mat2=[tt; rr; rr_2]; 
mat3=mat2';                       %inverts rows and columns 
dlmwrite('output.TAP',mat3,'\t'); %open this file with text editor and  
 then copy and paste into xcel 
u=Radius_eq; 
  
end 
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A. II. swelling_final_plot_TAP  
 
function none=swelling_final_plot_TAP(ig) 
  
%%To call function from command window: 
%%swelling_final_plot_TAP([initial radius in microns, k_mushy guess, 
%%bath concentration, zc])  
%%example: final_plot_z_K_TEST([930,2e-15,.3,15]) 
%%Functions/files called: 
%%swelling_calc_error_TAP.m 
%%swelling_three_parameter_TAP.m 
%%initiate_parameters_mouse_TAP.m 
%%data_TAP.txt 
  
tic 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Variables to set for each data set 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
export_name ='malp_2_19_09_c_1'; 
date_name='2/19/09'; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Variables needed for plotting 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
global tt;       % [-] normalized time 
global rr;       % [-] normalized experimental radii 
global r_theory; % [-] normalized radii from best fit line 
global r0;       % [m] initial radius 
global th;       % [hr] time in hours 
global cout_percentage;  % concentration of bath solution[percentage  
 weight of solvent/ volume solute] 
global z;        % [mol / m^3] fixed charge density 
global h;        % [m] thickness of lens capsule 
global er;       % [-] sum of squared error 
global E;        % [Pa] Elasticity of lens capsule 
global t_final;  % [min] final time 
global K_mushy;  % [m^2/Pa/s] conductivity of the mushy zone 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Finding values of K_mushy and E to minimize sum of squared error 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
r0 =  ig ( 1, 1 )*1e-6;      %initial radius given by the user 
cout_percentage=ig ( 1, 3 ); %bath concentration given by user 
z=ig ( 1, 4 );               %fixed charge density given by user 
  
E_guess = initiate_parameters_mouse_TAP3;  
 %E initial guess is calculated from steady state  
 value 
%E_guess=1e6;  %Set manually 
  
initial_guess (1 , 1 )  = log ( E_guess ); 
initial_guess ( 2, 1 )  = log (ig ( 1, 2) );  
 % K_mushy initial guess given by the user 
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[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT]=fminsearch('swelling_calc_error_TAP', 
initial_guess ,optimset('tolX',1e-6)) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Output 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
h_=h*1e6;  % thickness of lens capsule in microns 
  
title_str=strcat('\fontsize {11} T_m_a_x= ', num2str(t_final),' min , 
C_o_u_t = ', num2str(cout_percentage) ,' % Saline, h=',num2str(h_),'um 
, \fontsize {11} Error = ',num2str(er), ', \fontsize {12} E = 
',num2str(E/1e6),' MPa'); 
x_info=strcat( ' K_M_u_s_h_y =',num2str(K_mushy), ' m^2/Pa/s  Zc=', 
num2str(z),'  mil mol/lit'); 
  
  
output_matrix=[tt rr r_theory]; 
export_name2= strcat(export_name, '.tap'); 
wk1write('output',output_matrix); 
dlmwrite(export_name2 ,output_matrix,'\t'); 
  
  
  
figure  % Plot radial strain vs normailzed time 
plot (tt,rr,'.'); 
hold on; 
plot (tt,r_theory,'r-'); 
X_LABEL_1=strcat(' \fontsize {15} t/t_f_i_n_a_l  \fontsize {12}    
Date: ',date_name); 
X_LABEL= strcat(X_LABEL_1, x_info); 
xlabel(X_LABEL); 
ylabel(' \fontsize {15} r/ro'); 
title(title_str); 
%export_name 
%print  ('-dtiff' ,export_name); 
hold off 
  
  
  
figure   %Plot time in hours 
plot (th, rr, 'o','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerEdgeColor','r', 
'MarkerSize',5 );  
 %plots time in hours 
hold on; 
plot (th,r_theory,'r-'); %plots time in hours 
xlabel(' \fontsize {15} Time [hour]') 
ylabel(' \fontsize {15} r/ro'); 
title(title_str); 
hold off 
 
toc 
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A. III. swelling_calc_error_TAP 
 
function er = swelling_calc_error (k) 
  
%%The return variable is the sum of squared error, which is minimized 
%%in swelling_final_plot_TAP by iterating through values of E and K 
%%mushy – starts with an initial guess for E at steady state and an 
%%initial guess for K mushy given by the user 
%%Function calls swelling_three_parameter_TAP 
%%Function called by swelling_final_plot_TAP 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Variables needed by swelling_final_plot_TAP 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
global tt;       % [-] normalized time 
global rr;       % [-] normalized experimental radii 
global r_theory; % [-] normalized radii from best fit line 
global th;       % [hr] time in hours 
global er;       % [-] sum of squared error 
global E;        % [Pa] Elasticity of lens capsule 
global t_final;  % [min] final time 
global K_mushy;  % [m^2/Pa/s] conductivity of the mushy zone 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
E = exp (k(1));   %the log of E and K_mushy are being passed to  
 this function 
K_mushy = exp (k(2)); 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Data import and resorting  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
file_name='data_TAP.txt';           % experimental results 
mat = load (file_name); 
  
raw_t = (mat(:,1)); 
raw_r = (mat(:,2)); 
  
t_final = raw_t(1); 
x_final = raw_r(1); 
max_l = length(raw_t);   %number of data points 
rr=zeros(max_l,1);    %vector of length max_l - initialized to zeros 
tt=zeros(max_l,1); 
  
for i= 1:max_l 
    tt(i)=raw_t(max_l-i+1)/t_final; %normalizing time 
    th(i)=raw_t(max_l-i+1)/60;      %time in hours for plotting 
    rr(i)=raw_r(max_l-i+1);         %radial strain 
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Generation of additional values of time for the theoretical 
calculations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tt2=zeros(2*max_l-1,1); 
j=1; 
for i= 1:max_l 
  
    tt2(j)=tt(i); 
    j=j+1; 
    if i<max_l 
        tt2(j)=tt(i)+0.5/t_final; 
        j=j+1; 
    end 
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Solving differential equation and calculating sum of squared error 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
options=odeset('RelTol',1e-6,'AbsTol',1e-9); 
  
[t,r_theor] = ode23s('swelling_three_parameter_TAP',tt2, 1, options);  
%solves differential equation- tt is the timespan, 1 is the initial 
radius r0 
  
r_theory=zeros(max_l,1); 
k=1; 
for j= 1:2*max_l-1 
    if tt(k)== t(j) 
            r_theory(k)=r_theor(j); 
            k=k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
  
er = 0; 
for i = 1:max_l 
    er = er + ((r_theory(i) - rr(i))/rr(i))^2; 
end 
  
er = sqrt(er/ max_l);                %normalized sum of squared error 
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A. IV. swelling_three_parameter_TAP 
 
function drdt = swelling_three_parameter_TAP(t,r_norm) 
  
%%Function solves the differential equation drdt, and returns values 
%%for the theoretical radial strain in time. 
%%Function called by swelling_calc_error_TAP 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Parameters           
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
global E;        % [Pa] Elasticity of lens capsule 
global K_mushy;  % [m^2/Pa/s] conductivity of the mushy zone 
global lp;       % [m/Pa/s] hydraulic conductivity of lens capsule 
global R;        % [m^3 Pa /K / mol] universal gas constant 
global T;        % [K] temperature of bath 
global h;        % [m] thickness of lens capsule 
global nu;       % [-] Poisson ratio of lens capsule 
global r0;       % [m] initial radius  
global z;        % [mol / m^3] fixed charge density 
global m;        % [mol / m^3] concentration of bath solution in metric  

 units 
global t_fin;    % [s] final time in seconds 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Governing Equation Solution                 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%See paper for derivation of governing equation 
  
r=r_norm*r0;   %radius in microns 
  
F_E_x_zc = (2/z)*sqrt(((E*h/(r0*(1-nu)*R*T))*(1-r0/r)+m)^2-m^2);  

% F(E,x,zc) 
  
rc = ((r0^3-F_E_x_zc*r^3)/(1-F_E_x_zc))^(1/3); %radius of core 
  
firstterm = t_fin/r0; %to normalize- since experimental data is  

% normalized 
  
secondterm = 1/(1/lp+ (r-rc)/K_mushy); 
  
thirdterm = 2*R*T* (sqrt(m^2 + (1/4)*z^2)-m ); 
  
forthterm = (2*E*h/(r0*(1-nu)))*(1-r/r0); 
  
test= r0^3-F_E_x_zc*r^3; %when test goes negative, drdt has imaginary  

%components from rc. It is set to zero at this point. 
  
if test < 0 
    drdt=0; 
else 
drdt= ( (firstterm*secondterm*(thirdterm - forthterm) ) ); 
end 
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A. V. error_contour_TAP 
function error_contour_TAP(ig) 
  
%%To call function from command window: error_contour_TAP([k_mushy from 
%swelling_final_plot_TAP at e15,E from swelling_final_plot_TAP in MPa]) 
%%example: error_contour_TAP([2.2,1.7]) 
%%Function calculates the values of error along a K_mushy vs E grid to 
%%ensure that the global minimum values are being obtained. Several 
%%plots are generated (see "3D error grid and error plots" at end of 
%%code). A spreadsheet is generated of values from which the 95% 
%%confidence contour is calculated. 
%%Functions/files called: 
%%swelling_calc_error_TAP.m 
%%swelling_three_parameter_TAP.m 
%%initiate_parameters_mouse_TAP.m 
%%data_TAP.txt 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Variables to set for each data set 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
export_name ='malp_2_19_09_c_1_contour'; 
date_name='2/19/09'; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Ei = ig  ( 1, 2 )*1e6;   
Kmj = ig ( 1, 1 )*1e-15;  
initiate_parameters_mouse_TAP;   %need to make parameters global for 

%swelling_calc_error_TAP which calls swelling_three_parameter_TAP 
global t_final;                 % [min] final time 
global cout_percentage;         % concentration of bath  

solution[percentage weight of solvent/ volume solute] 
global z;                       % [mol / m^3] fixed charge density 
 
  
tic 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Obtaining error values for K_mushy vs E grid 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for ii = -20:20 %percent scanning over E 
min_error=1; 
    for jj = -20:20            %percent scanning over K mushy 
       i= ii+21;  
       j= jj+21;                 %when plotting, the array values  
  cannot be negative 
  
        E_guess = Ei + Ei*ii/100 ; 
        K_m_guess = Kmj + Kmj*jj/100; 
  
        initial_guess (1 , 1 )  = log ( E_guess );   
 % E initial guess is calculated from the  
 steady state value 
            
        initial_guess ( 2, 1 )  = log (K_m_guess );  
 % K_mushy initial guess given by the user 
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        format short eng 
         
        error_test =  swelling_calc_error_TAP (initial_guess); 
         
        format short 
                
        x_out (i) =  E_guess*1e-6;                  %MPa 
        y_out (j) = K_m_guess*1e16; 
        error_out (j,i) = error_test; 
  
        if(error_test < min_error)       
                                %finding values of min error at each  
 value of E 
            min_error=error_test; 
            E_error= E_guess; 
            K_error= K_m_guess; 
        end 
   end 
     
     min_out_error (i) = min_error;                  
 %for each value of E, saving the min error and  
 %K mushy at the min error; used for plotting 
     min_out_E (i) = E_error; 
     min_out_K (i) = K_error; 
         
end 
   
toc 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Output 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
mat2=[error_out];  %Matrix of the error for each combination of K and E 
  
export_name2= strcat(export_name, '.tap'); 
dlmwrite(export_name2 ,mat2,'\t');       
 
%Open with text editor - Select All (Cntl A) - Paste into Microsoft 
Xcel. This gives a grid of the error for each combination of K and E. 
Can calculate the error confidence intervals from this. E changes along 
the rows; K changes along the columns. 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% 3D error grid and error plots 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
TITLE=strcat('\fontsize {11}Date:',date_name, ' T_m_a_x= ', 
num2str(t_final),' min , C_o_u_t = ', num2str(cout_percentage) ,' % 
Saline, Zc=', num2str(z),'  mil mol/lit'); 
  
figure                %Contour of error at each combination of K and E 
surfc(x_out,y_out,error_out); 
shading faceted; 
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colorbar 
view(0,0) 
xlabel('\fontsize {30} E [MPa]'); 
ylabel('\fontsize {30} K_m [m^2/Pa/s]'); 
%print  ('-dpdf' ,export_name2); 
  
  
figure                 %Contour of error at each combination of K and E  
 at a different view 
surfc(x_out,y_out,error_out) 
xlabel('\fontsize {30} E [MPa]'); 
ylabel('\fontsize {30} K_m [m^2/Pa/s]'); 
zlabel('\fontsize {30} error') 
title(TITLE) 
colorbar 
%print  ('-dpdf' ,export_name2); 
  
  
figure                        %Plot of minimum value of error at each E 
plot(min_out_E, min_out_error, 'md') 
title(TITLE) 
xlabel('\fontsize {30} E [MPa]') 
ylabel('\fontsize {30} error') 
  
figure                       %Plot of the K that gives the minimum  
 value of error in E at each E 
plot(min_out_E, min_out_K, 'md') 
title(TITLE) 
xlabel('\fontsize {30} E [MPa]') 
ylabel('\fontsize {30} K_m [m^2/Pa/s]') 
 
 
A. VI. data_TAP.txt 
 
Data file that contains the output from get_time_radius_TAP.  Consists of two columns: 
column one is time in minutes in descending order; column two is the radial strain at each 
point in time. 
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APPENDIX B: Computational Model 
 
B I. Nomenclature 
 

A  = spherical surface area of lens capsule [m2] 

E  = modulus of elasticity of lens capsule [Pa] 

J v  = solvent volumetric flux into lens fiber cells [m·s-1] 

Km  = Darcy conductivity of the mushy zone [m2·Pa-1·s-1] 

KT = total hydraulic conductivity of lens capsule-mushy zone system [m·Pa-1·s-1] 

Lp = hydraulic conductivity of the lens capsule [m·Pa-1·s-1] 

P  = hydrostatic pressure [Pa] 

R  = universal gas constant [ = 8.314 m3 Pa·K-1·mol-1] 

T  = ambient temperature [ = 293 K] 

V  = volume of spherical lens [m3] 

[X+] = concentration of positive monovalent ions [mol·m-3] 

[Y-]  = concentration of negative monovalent ions [mol·m-3] 

h  = thickness of lens capsule [m] 

m  = concentration of solute outside the lens [mol·m-3] 

r  = lens equatorial radius [m] 

rc  = core equatorial radius [m] 

r0 = initial lens equatorial radius [m] 

t  = time [s] 

zc  = fixed charge density of core [mol·m-3] 

ν  = Poisson’s ratio of lens capsule [-] 

π  = osmotic pressure [Pa] 
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B II.  Water Flux from Bath into Lens 

The osmotic pressure difference between the core and the bath is the driving force for 

water movement through the lens capsule and the mushy zone.  The lens increases in 

volume from the water influx until the osmotic pressure is balanced by the mechanical 

pressure exerted by the lens capsule.  The solvent flux Jv is related to the spherical lens 

expansion:  

  (B1) 

where V and A are the total volume and the surface area of the spherical lens, 

respectively.  The flux across the lens capsule and the mushy zone is specified by the 

Kedem–Katchalsky equation [45]: 

 (B2) 

where KT is the total hydraulic conductivity of the system (mushy zone and capsule) and 

Δπc-o and ΔPc-o are the osmotic and hydrostatic pressure differences between the outside 

bath and the core, respectively.  

 

B III. Hydraulic Conductivity 

Water must cross both the lens capsule and the mushy zone to reach the core.  As the 

mushy zone increases in thickness, further swelling occurs more slowly due to the 

increased travel distance required for water to reach the core.  Water moves through the 

lens capsule and the mushy zone in series, which results in the following expression for 

total hydraulic conductivity: 
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 (B3) 

 

The hydraulic conductivity of the lens capsule, Lp, is reported as velocity per unit 

pressure difference.  The Darcy hydraulic conductivity of the mushy zone, Km is in 

velocity per unit pressure gradient and is one of the two parameters regressed by the 

experimental data.  The parameters r and rc are the radius of the lens and the radius of the 

core as functions of time. 

 

B IV. Hydrostatic Pressure Difference between Core and Bath 

For a spherical isotropic, linear elastic shell with thickness h << radius r, the pressure 

difference across the shell is given by [44]: 

 (B4) 

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the lens capsule, the second parameter regressed 

by the experimental data; h is the thickness of the lens capsule, obtained from literature 

[51]; r is the radius of the lens in time, obtained from experimental data; and ν is 

Poisson’s ratio of the lens capsule, obtained from literature [25,61].  The circumferential 

strain ε can be written in terms of r and the initial radius r0, obtained from experimental 

data: 

 (B5) 
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This gives: 

 (B6) 

 

B V. Osmotic Pressure Difference between Core and Bath 

The osmotic pressure difference between the core and the outside bath is modeled 

based on the assumption of a uniform, monovalent charge distribution within the core.  

As previously stated, two types of ions are present in the system: one group is the fixed 

charges with a charge density of zc, and the second group is the free ions.  Free ions are 

lumped into a representative positive ion [X+] and a representative negative ion [Y-], both 

monovalent (Fig. 3C, p 8). The subscripts c and o refer to the core of the lens and the 

outside bath, respectively.  Compared to the solvent, the free charges are assumed to 

transport quickly enough that the Donnan equilibrium [47] is achieved instantaneously: 

 (B7) 

 

Since the lens volume is approximately 100-fold smaller than the bath volume, the 

bath concentration of ions, m, is taken to remain unchanged during the course of 

experiment: 

 (B8) 

From Eq. (B7) and (B8): 

 (B9) 
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Considering the fixed charges to be negative [46,62], electroneutrality inside the lens 

requires that the free charges equilibrate with the fixed charges in the lens fiber cells [47]: 

 (B10) 

Substituting Eq. (B10) into Eq. (B9): 

 (B11) 

 

 (B12) 

 

 (B13) 

 

Concentration must be a positive real number, so the valid solution is:  

 (B14) 

 

From Eq. (B10) and (B14): 

 (B15) 

The concentration of the free charges in the core is the sum of the positive and negative 

free charges: 

 (B16) 
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Similarly, the concentration of the free charges in the hypotonic bath solution, with Eq.  

(B8), gives: 

 (B17) 

 

The difference in concentration between the core and the bath solution is: 

 (B18) 

 (B19) 

 

From Eq. (B19) and the Van't Hoff relation [63]: 

 

 (B20) 

 

where ΔC is the difference in solute concentration, the osmotic pressure difference 

between the core and outside bath is: 

 (B21) 

where R is the universal gas constant, T (=293 K) is the ambient temperature, and zc is 

the fixed charge density. 
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B VI.  Radius of Core with Time 

The change in core radius with time is needed for the computation of the total 

hydraulic conductivity.  The osmolarity of the mushy zone never reaches that of the 

outside bath concentration due to the resistance to expansion of the lens capsule.  The 

equilibrium of the hydrostatic and osmotic pressures between the mushy zone and the 

hypotonic solution gives:   

 (B22) 

 

A pressure gradient cannot be supported within the lens, resulting in an equilibrated 

hydrostatic pressure between the mushy zone and core: 

  (B23) 

 

Equation (B23) can be incorporated into Eq. (B6) to give the pressure difference 

between the bath and the mushy zone.  As water moves into the mushy zone, the 

fractional volume of water increases and, resultantly, the fixed charge density decreases.  

The change in fixed charge density must be factored into Eq. (B21) to calculate the 

osmotic pressure difference between the mushy zone and the outside bath.  A term 

involving a volumetric ratio accounts for the change in concentration.  Choosing a 

specific point in time and assigning the total number of fixed charges within the mushy 

zone to N(t): 

 (B24) 
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Considering the lens fibers within the mushy zone at this point in time, before 

swelling began, the same fibers had a charge density of: 

 (B25) 

 

The number of charges has not changed within the specific zone because the number of 

lens fiber cells has not changed.  Combining Eq. (B24) and (B25) gives:  

 (B26) 

 (B27) 

From section B V., the concentration of ions within the core is: 

 (B16) 

The fixed charge density zc in the core is the concentration before swelling, which is the 

in vivo concentration. The concentration of ions within the mushy zone is give by the 

following equation, where zcm(t) is used in place of zc: 

 (B28) 

 

Incorporating Eq. (B27) into Eq. (B28) gives: 

 (B29) 
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In combination with Eq. (B17) and (B18): 

 (B30) 

 

From the Van’t Hoff relation, Eq. (B20), the osmotic pressure between the mushy zone 

and the bath is: 

 (B31) 

 

Using the assumption that the lens is spherical, the geometry of the system gives:  

 (B32) 

 (B33) 

 (B34) 

 (B35) 

 (B36) 

 

Combining Eq. (B31) and (B36): 

 (B37) 
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Combining Eq. (B6), (B22), (B23), and (B37) gives: 

 (B38) 

Solving for the radius of the core, rc gives: 

 (B39) 

where  

 (B40) 

 

B VII.  Governing Equation 

Combining Eq. (B1) through (B40) yields a single governing ODE: 

 (B41) 
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APPENDIX C: NaCl Bath Concentration Unit Conversion  

Osmotic swelling was achieved through placement of lenses in a hypotonic saline 

solution: 0.1%, 0.2%, or 0.5% w/v for porcine lenses and 0.3% or 0.5% for mouse lenses.  

The hypotonic solutions were made by dissolving the appropriate mass of NaCl into de-

ionized water; for example, 1.00 g of NaCl was mixed into 1.00 L of DI water to obtain 

the 0.1% solution.  For use in the computational model, the NaCl concentration must be 

converted from % weight/volume to mol• m-3.  A 1% w/v solution is equivalent to 0.01 

kg/L or 10 g/L, and the molecular weight of Na and Cl are 22.989 and 35.453 g/mol, 

respectively.  The following calculation demonstrates the conversion of 0.1 % w/v to 

mol• m-3: 

 

 (C1) 

 
 
The conversions for all of the hypotonic solutions are listed in Table C1. 
 
 

Table C1: NaCl Bath Concentration Unit Conversion 
% w/v mol• m-3 

0.1 17.11 
0.2 34.22 
0.3 51.33 
0.5 85.56 
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APPENDIX D: Literature and Fitted Constants  

D I. Modulus of Elasticity, E  

Similar to most biological materials, the stress-strain curve for the lens capsule shows 

a high degree of nonlinearity [24].  In the low strain region (below 10%), the curve is 

nearly linear, giving a constant elastic modulus.  Although most reported mechanical 

properties come from studies on the anterior portion of the lens capsule, in the low strain 

region, the elastic moduli of the anterior and posterior lens capsules are almost identical 

[23].   

Most of the osmotic swelling occurs in the low strain region, where the lens capsule is 

linearly elastic.  It is assumed that the lens capsule is uniformly, linearly elastic for the 

computational model.  The modulus of elasticity is an optimization parameter in the 

MATLAB simulation model. 

 

D II. Capsule Thickness, h  

The thickness of the lens capsule varies with age and location [22,49,50], as mapped 

in detail by Barraquer et al. [50].  The thickest area of the lens is located at the mid-

periphery of anterior and posterior lens. 

Danysh et al. [49] measured the lens capsule thickness of young (7-9 weeks) and old 

(24 to 29 weeks) mice from four inbred strains and one out-bred strain.  They found that 

thickness varied between inbred strains, suggesting that it is a quantitative genetic trait.  

The anterior capsule thickness was statistically similar in the young mice, with the 
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exception of the strain with a collagen IV defect, but varied significantly between strains 

as the mice aged.   

The thicknesses of the anterior pole, equatorial position, and posterior pole were 

measured in one of the wild-type strains at 10 weeks: 11.4µm, 9.4µm, and 2.5µm, 

respectively.  The ratio of 4.5 for the anterior to posterior region thickness of mouse 

lenses is consistent with the ratio for porcine lenses, which ranges from 3 to 5 [22].  

For this study, the equatorial diameter from mice 8 weeks old is used in the 

computational model.  A constant thickness of 9.4µm is used since the values measured 

by Danysh et al. were comparable in different strains of young mice.  It is important to 

recognize that the areas above and below the equator are the thickest regions of the 

capsule and, therefore, the stiffest.  These regions may restrict the equatorial region from 

reaching the strain it would if the entire capsule was of uniform thickness.   

For the porcine lens, the average thickness of the anterior surface [51] is used for the 

average thickness of the entire lens capsule.  Since the anterior capsule is thicker than the 

posterior capsule [22], the model computes a modulus of elasticity for a stiffer lens 

capsule than the physiological capsule. 

 

D III. Darcy Hydraulic Conductivity of Mushy Zone, Km  

The Darcy hydraulic conductivity of mouse lens fiber cells has been measured 

[39,64].  However, the water permeability of lens fibers in a swollen state, as they are in 

the mushy zone, has not been measured.  The Darcy Conductivity of the mushy zone is, 

therefore, an optimization parameter in the MATLAB simulation model. 
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D IV. Capsule Hydraulic Conductivity, Lp 

A measurement of the hydraulic conductivity of the lens capsule was not found in 

literature for the mouse.  The hydraulic conductivity of the rabbit, cow, pig, and rat lens 

capsules are on the same order of magnitude [4,65,66].  The hydraulic conductivity of rat 

lens capsules, 4.76 ± .73 x 10-11 m/s•Pa [4], is used in the computational model.  The 

hydraulic conductivity of the mouse lens capsule will be determined in a later study for 

wild type and Alport mice.  

 

D V. Fixed Charge Density of Lens Fiber Cells, zc  

The fixed charges are associated with proteins and macromolecules within the lens 

fiber cells that cannot cross the cell membrane.  They are assumed to be negative [62], 

and only one report of the fixed charge density in lens fiber cells was found in literature 

[46].  The fixed charge density is, therefore, treated as a fitting parameter in the 

MATLAB computational model within the range of Bartels and Elliott’s findings [46]. 

 

D VI. Poisson’s Ration, ν  

The Poisson’s ratio for human and cat lens capsules was experimentally measured to 

be 0.47, with no observed change with age [25].  The Poisson’s ratio for an age 11 human 

lens capsule was estimated to be 0.46 with computational modeling [61].  
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APPENDIX E: Confidence Interval Calculations 

Draper and Smith [53] provide an expression for determining a 100*(1-α)% 

confidence region for n sets of observation in a p-dimensional parameter space (p. 497 

and 504):  

 

 

For most of the porcine data sets, a picture was taken every 5 or 10 minutes for 10 

hours, giving an n of 121 and 61 respectively.  Pictures of the mouse lenses were taken 

every minute for 3 hours, giving an n of 181.  The modulus of elasticity E and Darcy 

conductivity of the mushy zone Km are the two parameters, which generate a 2- 

dimensional parameter space: p is two. 

 

Mouse (3 hours of data): 

 

 
Porcine (pictures taken every 5 minutes)/ Mouse (2 hours of data): 

 

Porcine (pictures taken every 10 minutes)/ Mouse (1 hour of data): 

 

  


